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Abstract

are expected to invest in technology and personnel to
carry out content regulations [28]. Prior work on WeChat
has analyzed keyword-based filtering [6, 30, 31], censorship of Public Posts (a platform designed for companies
and users to make public blog posts requiring manual approval for account registration) [25], and has reported
cases of image filtering [6, 30]. Missing from the literature is an in-depth analysis of how image filtering is
technically implemented. We address this gap through
a series of experiments. By performing tests on a collection of politically sensitive images filtered by WeChat, we
uncover mechanisms WeChat uses to filter images, and
through these results we identify multiple evasion strategies.
We found that WeChat Moments uses two different algorithms to filter images, an Optical Character Recognition (OCR)-based algorithm that filters images containing sensitive text, and a visual-based algorithm that filters images that are visually similar to those on an image blacklist. We found that the OCR-based algorithm
has implementation similarities to many common OCR
algorithms that allow us to create image text that evades
filtering. We found that the visual-based algorithm is not
based on any machine learning approach that uses high
level classification of an image to determine whether it is
sensitive or not; however, we identified multiple implementation details of the visual-based algorithm that allow us to create images that are visually similar to those
blacklisted but that evade filtering.
Through our findings we provide a better understanding of how image filtering is implemented on an application with over one billion users. We hope that our methods will generalize and serve as a road map for studying
image censorship on other platforms.

We report results from a series of experiments that uncover mechanisms used to filter images on WeChat, the
most popular social media platform in China. Our results inform strategies for evading image filtering on the
application. By performing tests on a collection of politically sensitive images filtered by WeChat, we found that
WeChat uses two different algorithms to filter, an Optical
Character Recognition (OCR)-based algorithm that filters images containing sensitive text, and a visual-based
algorithm that filters images that are visually similar to
those on an image blacklist. The OCR-based algorithm
has implementation similarities to many common OCR
algorithms that allow us to create text images that evade
filtering. We found that the visual-based algorithm does
not use any machine learning approach that uses high
level classification of an image to determine whether it
is sensitive; however, we discovered multiple implementation details of the visual-based algorithm that inform
the creation of images that are visually similar to those
blacklisted but that evade filtering. This study is the first
in-depth technical analysis of image filtering on WeChat,
and we hope that our methods will serve as a road map
for studying image censorship on other platforms.

1

Introduction

WeChat is the most popular social media platform in
China and the fourth largest in the world [7]. Users in
China spend a third of their online time on WeChat and
typically return to the app ten times a day or more [34].
The application is owned and operated by Tencent, one
of the largest technology companies in China. One of its
most frequently used functions is WeChat Moments [33],
a feature similar to the Facebook Timeline in which users
can share images and other content.
Any application operating in China is subject to government mandated information controls and companies

2 Related work
Content censorship can be implemented client-side (i.e.,
on an application itself) or server-side (i.e., on a remote
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server). In a client-side implementation, the rules to perform censorship are inside of the application running on
a user’s device. An application with client-side keyword
censorship will often have a built-in list of keywords,
which can be updated when the client connects with a
server. If any banned keywords are present in a user’s
message before the message is sent, the message is not
sent. In a server-side implementation the rules to perform censorship are on a remote server. When a message is sent, it passes through the server which checks if
banned keywords are present and, if detected, blocks the
message.
Prior work on applications that implement client-side
censorship has used reverse engineering techniques to
extract keyword lists used to trigger censorship on chat
apps [17, 5, 12], live streaming services [18], and online
games [19]. Studies of server-side censorship generally
rely on sample testing in which researchers either (1) develop a set of content suspected to be blocked by a platform, send the sample to the platform, and record the results [24, 31]; or (2) select public posts and monitor them
for deletion [1, 9, 14, 38, 25, 3].
WeChat hosts user-generated content through three
main features: chat functions, WeChat Moments, and the
Public Account platform. Previous research has documented censorship on all of these features [25, 30, 31].
WeChat implements filtering server-side and only enables
censorship for users with accounts registered to mainland China phone numbers [31]. Censorship on WeChat
is not transparent: the message or post containing sensitive content simply does not appear on the receiver’s
end and no notice is given to the sender that their message is blocked or why it was blocked. Previous research [6, 30, 35] has reported incidents of images being blocked on WeChat but has not systematically investigated the technical mechanism used to implement image filtering. Our study contributes to the literature with
the first in-depth technical analysis of image filtering on
WeChat.
Neural network-based image classifiers are known to
be vulnerable to adversarial examples, i.e., images with
minor modifications that cause them to be misclassified [32, 10]. While early work in generating adversarial
examples assumed a whitebox threat model where all implementation details including the trained gradients of the
target network were known, more recent work [23, 4, 13]
is capable of generating adversarial examples by estimating the network’s gradients. However, the work assuming the most restrictive threat model [13] is limited in
that it still assumes that the attacker can acquire probability scores for the top k categories for arbitrary images.
In our work, we have found that not only does WeChat
not use a machine learning approach for filtering images
but, even if it did, the threat model for evading a cen-

sorship filter is even more restrictive than that currently
assumed in the adversarial example literature, as the only
signal available is whether or not an uploaded image is
filtered. Our work differs from that in the adversarial example literature in that we construct evasion techniques
by discovering and exploiting other important implementation details of the filtering algorithm that are effective
independently of whether the filter uses machine learning
classification.

3

Analysis

We measured which images were automatically filtered
on WeChat Moments by posting images using an account
registered to a non-Chinese phone number and measuring
whether they were visible using an account registered to
a Chinese phone number. We found that WeChat uses
two different filtering mechanisms to filter images: an
OCR-based approach that searches images for sensitive
text and a visual-based approach that visually compares
an uploaded image against a list of blacklisted images. In
this section we describe how testing for and understanding implementation details of both of these filtering methods led to effective evasion techniques.

3.1

OCR-based filtering

We found that one approach that Tencent uses to filter sensitive images is to use OCR technology to detect sensitive
text inside the image. In this section we outline ways to
evade WeChat’s OCR filtering discovered by identifying
two different stages of the OCR algorithm. To restrict
our analysis to automated filtering, we only considered
images filtered within 60 seconds of being posted, as we
found that images filtered using OCR were typically removed in 5 to 30 seconds.
3.1.1

Grayscale conversion

OCR algorithms may use different strategies to recognize
text. However, at a high level, we found that WeChat’s
OCR algorithm shares implementation details with other
algorithms. As most OCR algorithms do not operate directly on color images, the first step they take is to convert
a color image to grayscale so that it only consists of black,
white, and intermediate shades of gray, as this largely
simplifies text recognition since the algorithms only need
to operate on one channel.
To test if WeChat’s OCR filtering algorithm grayscaleconverted color images, we designed test images that
would evade filtering if the OCR algorithm converted uploaded images to grayscale. We designed the images to
contain text hidden in the hue of an image in such a way
that it is easily legible by a person reading it in color but
2

such that once it is converted to grayscale, the text disappears and is invisible to the OCR algorithm. If the image
evaded censorship, then the OCR algorithm converts images to grayscale (see Figure A.1 for an illustration)1 .
As we did not know which formula the OCR algorithm
used to convert color images to grayscale, we evaluated
multiple possibilities. In principle, the gray intensity of
a color pixel could be calculated according to any function of its red, green, and blue intensities. We evaluated three different formulas, the average [36, Chapter 9],
lightness [36, Chapter 9], and luminosity [26, 22] formulas:

consistently evade WeChat’s filtering by hiding colored
text on a gray background chosen by the luminosity of
the text and that WeChat’s OCR algorithm uses the same
or similar formula for grayscale conversion.
3.1.2 Blob merging
After converting a colored image to grayscale, another
step in most OCR algorithms is to apply a thresholding
algorithm to the grayscale image to convert each pixel,
which may be some shade of gray, to either completely
black or completely white such that there are no shades
of gray in between. Then, after thresholding, some OCR
algorithms perform a step called blob merging. In order
to recognize each character, these algorithms try to determine which blobs in an image correspond to each character. Many characters such as the English letter “i” are
made up of unconnected components. In languages such
as Chinese, individual characters can be made up of many
unconnected components (e.g., 診). OCR algorithms use
a variety of algorithms to try to combine these blobs into
characters and to evaluate which combinations produce
the most recognizable characters.
To test whether WeChat’s OCR filtering performed
blob merging, we experimented with uploading images
that could be easily read by a person but that would be
difficult to read by an algorithm piecing together blobs.
To do this, we experimented with using two different patterns to fill text instead of using solid colors. Specifically,
we used a tiled square pattern and a tiled letter pattern (see
Figure A.3), both black on white. Using these patterns
causes most characters to be made up of a large number
of disconnected blobs in a way that is easily readable by
most people but that is difficult for OCR algorithms performing blob merging. The second pattern that tiles English letters was designed to especially confuse an OCR
algorithm by tricking it into finding the letters in the tiles
as opposed to the larger characters that they compose.
To test if blobs of this type affected the OCR algorithm,
we created a series of test images. We selected five lists
of 25 randomly chosen keywords we knew to be blocked.
We also selected five lists of 10, 5, 2, and 1 keyword(s)
chosen at random. For each of these lists, we created two
images, one with the text patterned in squares and another patterned in letters. For images with a large number of keywords, we decreased the font size to ensure that
the generated images fit within a 1000×1000 pixel image. This is to ensure that images did not become too
large and to ensure that they would not be downscaled, as
we had previously experienced some images larger than
1000×1000 downscaled by WeChat. We did this to control for any effects that downscaling the images could
have on our experiment such as blurring the text.
Our results were that square-patterned text evaded fil-

• average(r, g, b) = 31 (r + g + b)
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• luminosity(r, g, b) = 0.299r + 0.587g + 0.114b.
To evaluate each formula, we created images containing filtered text in six different colors: red, (1.0, 0, 0);
yellow, (1.0, 1.0, 0); green, (0, 1.0, 0); cyan, (0, 1.0,
1.0); blue, (0, 1.0, 1.0); and magenta, (1.0, 0, 1.0); where
(r, g, b) is the color in RGB colorspace and 1.0 is the highest intensity of each channel. These six colors were chosen because they have maximum saturation in the HSL
colorspace and a simple representation in the RGB colorspace. For each color (r, g, b) and for grayscale formula
f , we created an image whose text was color (r, g, b) and
whose background was the gray color (Y, Y, Y ), where
Y = f (r, g, b). We chose for the text content of each
image a selection of 25 keyword combinations randomly
chosen from a set of keywords we found from testing to
be filtered via OCR filtering (see Figure A.2 for an illustration). We used the same text content for each image.
After performing this test, we found that only when
choosing the intensity of the gray background as given
by the luminosity formula could we consistently evade
filtering for every tested color. The other formulas failed
to evade censorship with most colors. The averaging algorithm only evaded filtering when using red or cyan text,
and the lightness algorithm only evaded when using green
or magenta text.
To confirm that using the luminosity formula to choose
the text’s background color consistently evaded WeChat’s
OCR filtering, we performed a more extensive test using
only that algorithm. We selected five lists of 25 randomly
chosen keywords we found from testing to be blocked.
We also selected five lists of 10, 5, 2, and 1 keyword(s)
chosen at random. For each of these lists, we created six
images, one for each of the same six colors we used in
the previous experiment. Our results were that all 150
images evaded filtering. These results show that we can
1 Due

to the volume of illustrations and data, all figures are in Appendix A.
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tering in 92% of our tests, and letter-patterned text evaded
filtering in 100% of our tests. Two tests of the square pattern failed to evade filtering. Both of them were test images containing 25 keywords. The reason for this failure
is not clear, but we consider two possibilities. One is that
the higher number of keywords per image increased the
probability that at least one of those keywords would not
evade filtering. The second is that images with a larger
number of keywords used a smaller font size, and so there
were fewer blobs per character, reducing the effectiveness
of the evasion strategy. Letters were more effective in
evading filtering. This result may be because of the previously suggested hypothesis that the OCR filter would
be “distracted” by the letters in the pattern and thus miss
the characters in which they collectively form, but it may
also be because the letters are less dense insofar as they
have fewer black pixels per white. Overall, these results
suggest that WeChat’s OCR filtering algorithm considers
blobs when performing text recognition and that splitting
characters into blobs is an effective evasion strategy.

3.2

pixels of the image as the foreground and the black pixels of the image as the background (see Figure A.4 for an
illustration). For each of the six different foreground colors, we again selected the background according to three
grayscale algorithms, and found that, like when testing
the OCR algorithm, only when using the luminosity formula were the images consistently filtered.
3.2.2 Machine learning classification
Machine learning can be used to classify images into high
level categories such as “cat” or “dog” depending on the
contents of the image. If WeChat chose to use a machine
learning classification approach, they could attempt to
train a network to recognize whether an image may lead
to government reprimands. However, training a network
against such a nebulous and nuanced category would be
rather difficult considering the vagueness of Chinese content regulations and the fluidity of what is considered
sensitive [21]. Instead, they might identify certain categories of images that would be potentially sensitive, such
as images of Falun Gong practitioners or of Liu Xiaobo,
the late Nobel prize-winning dissident, and then classify
whether images belong to these sensitive categories.
In our analysis, we found ample evidence that they do
not use such a categorization system. We investigated different transformations to 15 images that we found from
testing to be filtered on WeChat (see Figure A.5). For
instance, many image transformations such as mirroring typically preserve the semantic meaning of an image
(e.g., a mirrored image of a cat is still a cat). However,
when we mirrored the 15 images, we found that none of
them were filtered after mirroring (see Figure A.6 for an
illustration). Other semantic-preserving operations such
as cropping or adding whitespace to an image also evaded
filtering. These and other results suggest that no sort of
high level machine learning classification system is being
used to trigger the observed filtering on WeChat. Rather,
these results suggest that there is a specific blacklist of
images being maintained by WeChat that each image uploaded is somehow being compared against using some
similarity metric.
While many Internet technology companies are known
to use machine learning to flag pornographic content [37,
29, 16], in this study we focus on content automatically
filtered on WeChat for political reasons. For this type of
content, a blacklist approach may be desirable as it allows WeChat to quickly censor specific sensitive images
that may be trending or that they are otherwise asked to
censor by a government official regardless of the topic
or category of the image. However, as we found, this approach also allows one to evade the filter by simple image
transformations like mirroring since the filter has no semantic understanding of what the contents of images are.

Visual-based filtering

In addition to OCR-based filtering, to censor images that
do not contain text, we found that WeChat uses another
filtering algorithm that works by comparing an image’s
visual similarity to those on a list of blacklisted images.
We performed modifications to politically sensitive images blacklisted by WeChat to test different hypotheses
concerning how the filter operated and to inform strategies for evading the visual-based filter. Like when testing WeChat’s OCR-based filtering, to restrict our analysis to automated filtering, we again only considered images filtered within 60 seconds of being posted, although
we found that images filtered using visual-based methods
were typically removed within only 10 seconds, often so
quickly that they were never visible in our other account’s
view. As we found that the visual-based method typically
takes less time than the OCR-based one, their visualbased algorithm would appear to be less computationally
expensive than the one used for OCR filtering.
3.2.1

Grayscale conversion

Similar to our testing of the OCR-based algorithm, we
performed an experiment determining if and how the
visual-based algorithm converts images to grayscale. Unlike when testing the OCR-based algorithm where the
foreground consisted of text, for testing the visual-based
algorithm our foreground consisted of the white pixels of
a black-and-white image. We took a political cartoon featuring the Hong Kong and PRC flags and thresholded it
to black and white. After verifying that the thresholded
version of the image was still filtered, we used the white
4

3.2.3

Edge detection

Image #9). This result may be because thresholding does
not preserve edges well with backgrounds with gradients,
as thresholding will typically create an erroneous edge
where none actually exists.
As an additional test, we took the 15 images thresholded using Otsu’s method and inverted them. This technique would preserve the location of all edges while radically altering the intensity of many pixels. We found that
among the thirteen images that were filtered after applying Otsu’s method, only four images were filtered after
they were additionally inverted (see Figure A.5 images 5,
6, 7, and 10). The two images that were not filtered before were also not filtered after being inverted. This result
suggests that, if edge detection is used, it is either in addition to other features of the image, or the edge detection
algorithm is not one such as the Canny edge detection
algorithm which only tracks edges not their “sign”, i.e.,
whether the edge is going from lighter to darker versus
darker to lighter.
After our experiment eliminating as many potentially
relevant features as possible except for edges, we tried
the opposite experiment by eliminating edges by blurring
them while keeping other features untouched. We proportionally resized each image such that its smallest dimension(s) is/are 200 pixels (see Section 3.2.4 for why
we resized this way). Then we applied a normalized box
filter to blur the image, increasing the kernel size until the
image is sufficiently blurred to evade filtering.
In general, we saw that for most images WeChat’s filter was not robust to blurring (see Figure A.9 for full results). Non-photographic images were generally the easiest to evade filtering by blurring, possibly because they
generally have sharper and more well-defined edges.

Edges may be used to compare image similarity. Intuitively, edges represent the boundaries of objects and
other features in images. There are generally two approaches to edge detection. The first approach, as taken
by (e.g.) a Sobel filter, involves taking the differences between adjacent pixels. One weakness of this approach is
that by signifying small differences as low intensity and
larger differences as high intensity, it still does not specify in a 0-or-1 sense which are the “real” edges and which
are not. A different approach is to use a technique like
Canny edge detection which uses a number of filtering
and heuristic techniques to reduce each pixel of a Sobelfiltered image to either black (no edge) or white (an edge
is present) (see Figure A.7 for an illustration). As this
reduces each pixel to one bit, it is more computationally
efficient to use as an image feature.
There is some reason to think that WeChat’s filtering
may incorporate edge detection. When we searched online patents for references to how Tencent may have implemented their image filtering, we found that in June
2008 Tencent filed a patent in China called “图片检测
系统及方法” (System and method for detecting a picture) [39]. In it they describe a real-time system for detecting blacklisted images after being uploaded that performs Canny edge detection before generating a fingerprint.
We found designing experiments to test for the use of
Canny edge detection difficult. The algorithm is highly
parameterized, and the parameters are often determined
dynamically using heuristics based on the contents of an
image. Moreover, unlike many image transformations
such as grayscale conversion, Canny edge detection is
not idempotent, i.e., the canny edge detection of a canny
edge detection is not the same as the original canny edge
detection. This means that we cannot simply upload an
edge-detected image and see if it gets filtered. Instead, we
created test images by removing as many potentially relevant features of an image as possible while preserving
the edges of an image. We used thresholding to reduce
each pixel to either black or white, eliminating any gray
pixels from the image, while hopefully largely preserving
the edges in the image (see Figure A.8 for an illustration).
We performed this technique on the 15 images we tested
in the previous section (see Figure A.5) using a threshold
dynamically chosen according to Otsu’s method [27]. We
found that all but two of the images were still filtered after
being thresholded. Among the two images that were not
filtered, one was the image of Liu Xiaobo’s empty chair
(Figure A.5 Image #2). This result may be because the
threshold chosen by Otsu’s method did not distinguish
the stripes on the chair. The other was a photograph of
Liu Xiaobo and his wife clanging coffee cups (Figure A.5

3.2.4

Resizing

Up until this point, we have been mostly concerned with
experimenting with images that have the same aspect ratios. In this section we test how changing images’ dimensions affected WeChat’s ability to recognize them. For instance, we found WeChat’s filter clearly had the ability to
filter sensitive images regardless of scale so long as the
aspect ratio had been preserved. We wanted to explore
whether WeChat normalizes the dimensions of uploaded
images to a canonical size, and, if so, how.
To answer these questions, we decided to test five different hypotheses: (1) Images are proportionally resized
such that their width is some value such as 100. (2) Images are proportionally resized such that their height is
some value such as 100. (3) Images are proportionally
resized such that their largest dimension is some value
such as 100. (4) Images are proportionally resized such
that their smallest dimension is some value such as 100.
(5) Both dimensions are resized according to two param5

eters to some fixed size and proportion such as 100×100.
If the last hypothesis is correct, then we would expect
WeChat’s filter to be robust to modifications to a sensitive
image’s aspect ratio, as any aspect ratio changes would be
removed when the image is resized to a fixed aspect ratio. To test this hypothesis, we tested stretching the fifteen
images from Figure A.5. We tested stretching each image
30% thinner and 30% shorter. We found that stretching
the images was highly effective at evading the filter, as all
of the images stretched shorter evaded filtering as well as
all of the thinner images except for a drawing of Liu Xiaobo and his wife (Figure A.5 Image #11). This suggests
that the last hypothesis is incorrect.
To test hypotheses 1 through 4, we made the following corresponding predictions: (1) If images are proportionally resized based on their width, then adding extra
space to their width would evade filtering but adding it
to their height would not. (2) If images are proportionally resized based on their height, then adding extra space
to their height would evade filtering. (3) If images are
proportionally resized based on their largest dimension,
then adding extra space to that dimension would evade
filtering. (4) If images are proportionally resized based
on their smallest dimension, then adding extra space to
that dimension would evade filtering.
To test these predictions, we chose a set of ten filtered
images, five such that their height is no more than 23 of
their width, which we call the wide images, and five such
that their width is no more than 23 of their height, which
we call the tall images (see Figure A.10). We then modified each of the images by adding blank black space the
size of 50% of their width to their left and right sides (see
Figure A.11 for an example) and again by adding black
space the size of 50% of their height to their top and bottom sides. We repeated these again except by using 200%
of the respective dimensions.
We found that wide images with space added to their
width and tall images with space added to their height
were always filtered. This is consistent with hypothesis 4,
that WeChat resizes based on an uploaded image’s shortest dimension, as this hypothesis predicts that adding
space in this matter will not change the scale of the original image contents after the image is resized. We also
found that 4 out of 5 wide images with space added to
their height and 3 out of 5 tall images with space added
to their width evaded filtering, suggesting that this caused
the uploaded image to be further downscaled compared to
the corresponding one on the blacklist.
The results between adding 50% and 200% extra space
were fairly consistent, with only one fewer tall image being filtered. This consistency is to be expected, since according to the shortest dimension hypothesis, adding extra space past when the image has already become square
will not affect its scaling.

It is not clear why some images—two tall images with
extra width and one wide image with extra height—were
still filtered. It is possible that WeChat’s filtering algorithm has some robustness to changes in scale. However,
it is also possible that variants of these images with extra
space or some other border or content added in these areas are also on the blacklist. For example, the only wide
image with extra height to still be filtered is the famous
and highly reproduced Tank Man photo taken during the
Tiananmen Square protests of 1989 (see Figure A.10
Wide Image #4). A reverse Google Image search found
that there are many images with similar spacing added to
them already in circulation on the Internet. Nevertheless,
adding height to wide images or width to tall images was
generally an effective strategy for evading filtering while
preserving the image’s visual appearance.
3.2.5 Sliding window
In the previous section, we tested how we could evade
WeChat’s filtering by extending the canvases of sensitive
images in different ways depending on their aspect ratios.
In the instances extending the canvas did not evade the filter, such as by adding height to a tall image or width to
a wide image, this suggested that WeChat’s filter exhibits
translational invariance, i.e., the ability for WeChat’s filter to find an image if its canvas has been extended.
Translational invariance only requires that the filter
recognize the image when the extended space is blank or
black. What if the added content is not blank? Can that
allow us to evade the filter? In this section we are concerned with whether the algorithm is not simply translationally invariant but whether it can find an image inside
of another image regardless of its surrounding contents.
In our testing we found that WeChat’s server-side image compression would increase compression for larger
images and that the resulting compression artifacts could
cause uploaded images to evade filtering. We carefully
designed our experiment to control for this. Taking our
five wide and five tall images used in the previous section (see Figure A.10), we extended their canvases on
each side in their largest dimension by i · n, for a total
of 2 · i · n, for each i in {1, 2, . . . , 5}, where n is the
size of the largest dimension. We first extended their canvases with blackness. As many image operations such as
thresholding and edge detection are sensitive to an image’s distribution of pixel intensities, to control for this,
we also extended their canvases with a duplicate copy of
the image itself so that the distribution of pixel intensities
is not affected (see Figure A.12 for an illustration). To account for WeChat’s compression, for any image we generated, if it evades filtering, we download the image and
crop out the extended canvas, restoring it to its original
size. If this image still evades filtering when uploaded,
6

then we conclude that this is from the additional compression artifacts and not necessarily from the contents
of the extended canvas.
We found that images extended with their own duplicates evaded filtering after a sufficiently large number of
duplicates were added, and none of these evasions could
be explained by image compression (see Figure A.13 for
full results). Conversely, in all but one test, images extended with blank canvases were either filtered or their
evasion could be explained by image compression. These
results suggest that, even when we add additional contents to an uploaded image such that its distribution of
pixel intensities do not change, these contents affect the
ability of WeChat to recognize the uploaded image as sensitive. This finding suggests that WeChat may not use a
sliding window approach that ignores contents outside of
that window to compare images. Instead, the images appear to be compared as a whole and that adding complex
patterns outside of a blacklisted image’s original canvas
can evade filtering.
3.2.6

the magnitude, of the image’s frequencies [11, page 126].
The use of a hash based on this computation would be
consistent with our findings, but more work is needed to
test if this technique, in possible combination with other
image processing algorithms, is used.

4 Conclusion
An effective image filter evasion strategy is one that modifies a sensitive image so that it (1) no longer resembles
a blacklisted image to the filter but (2) still resembles a
blacklisted image to people reading it. The two ways we
present to evade WeChat’s OCR filter, via its implementations of grayscale conversion and blob merging, meet
both of these requirements, as the resulting text is still
easily legible to people but baffles the filter.
Regarding evading the visual-based filter, we discovered multiple evasion techniques, each with tradeoffs.
Since the filter has no semantic understanding of the
image, simple transformations like mirroring the image
evade filtering. However, these may reverse text or otherwise fail to preserve meaningful details of the image.
In our tests, edges appeared to be important features to
WeChat’s filter, as blurring would quickly evade the filter. However, edges are perceptually important to people too, so blurring may be undesirable. Based on how
the filter resizes images to a canonical size, we found the
conditions under which one may extend the canvas with
a black border and have the image evade filtering. This
option generally preserves the important perceptual qualities of an image except for adding a black border to it in
one or more dimensions. Finally, we found that if the border is not black but contains some sufficiently complex
patterns, then it does not matter which side(s) the border
is added to. Generally though, it is simpler to add a black
(or other simple) border according to the conditions we
identified based on how WeChat resizes images.
In this work we presented experiments uncovering implementation details of WeChat’s image filter and multiple effective evasion strategies. While the focus of this
work has been WeChat, due to common implementation
details between image filter implementations, we hope
that our methods will serve as a road map for future research studying image censorship on other platforms.

Summary of visual-based filtering findings

In this section we have described a number of characteristics of WeChat’s visual-based filtering. Our understanding of some of its mechanics has informed multiple
strategies for evading the filter. However, the entire algorithm used by the filter is still unclear and understanding
more about how the algorithm works may inform additional evasion strategies.
Our finding that the filter exhibits translational invariance may be the most informative clue in understanding
the complete algorithm used by the filter. The use of template matching [2] would explain translational invariance.
However, it is typically used to find images inside of other
images as opposed to image comparison in itself. Moreover, template matching typically finds matches in a sliding window, which is incompatible with our finding that
adding complex content outside of the window can evade
the filter.
Perceptual hashing is a technique to reduce an image
to a hash such that similar images have either equal [20]
or similar [15] hashes to facilitate efficient comparison.
It is used by many social media companies such as Facebook, Microsoft, Twitter and YouTube [8] to filter illegal
content. Spectral methods can be used to achieve a hash
exhibiting translational invariance. The popular open
source implementation pHash [15] computes a hash using
the discrete cosine transform, which is not translationally
invariant. However, an alternative spectral computation
that would exhibit translational invariance would be to
calculate the image’s amplitude spectrum by computing
the absolute magnitude of the discrete Fourier transform
of the image, as translation only affects the phase, not
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A Supplementary material
This section includes supplementary visualizations and
data. These figures are referenced in the paper to help
illustrate different image transformations and to provide
the complete results of our experiments.

Algorithm

Result

Original
Figure A.2: Each of the six colors of text tested. Here the
background color of each of the above images was chosen
according to the luminosity of the text’s color.2
Average

Lightness

Luminosity
Figure A.3: Text patterned using squares and letters.
Figure A.1: An image with green text and a background
color of gray with the same shade as the text according
to the luminosity formula for grayscale and how the text
would appear to an OCR algorithm according to three different grayscale algorithms. If the OCR algorithm uses
the same grayscale algorithm that we used to determine
the intensity of the gray background, then the text effectively becomes invisible to the algorithm.2

2 The figures in this section are generally intended to be displayed
in color. If displayed in grayscale, then the image features in the color
examples in this figure may disappear depending on how the display or
printer converts color to grayscale, and the color examples may appear
as solid gray rectangles. This is not unlike how these image’s features
are hidden from WeChat’s filter when it converts them to grayscale.

Figure A.4: Each of the six colors tested. Here the intensity of the gray background of each image was chosen
according to the luminosity of the foreground color.2
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Figure A.8: Left, the original image. Center, the image
in grayscale. Right, the image thresholded according to
Otsu’s method. All three images are filtered.

Figure A.5: The fifteen images we used for testing.
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Figure A.9: The largest normalized box filter kernel size
that can be applied to each image while still being filtered.
Figure A.6: Left, an image of Liu Xiaobo. Right, the mirrored image. Despite both images showing a depiction of
the deceased Liu Xiaobo, only the original image on the
left is filtered.
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Wide #1 Wide #2 Wide #3 Wide #4 Wide #5
Figure A.7: Two kinds of edge detection. Left, the original image. Center, the image with a Sobel filter applied.
Right, the Canny edge detection algorithm.

Figure A.10: The five tall and the five wide images we
used for testing.
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Figure A.11: Two different ways of resizing an image after extra space is added to its width. If resizing by its
height (hypothesis 2) or by its shortest dimension (hypothesis 4), the scale of the image’s contents are unchanged with respect to the original and there is complete
overlap (white). If resizing by its width (hypothesis 1) or
by its largest dimension (hypothesis 3), the image’s original contents become smaller and do not overlap well with
the original.

Figure A.13: After testing a wide and tall image by either extending it by i-many blank canvases or by i-many
image duplicates, was it still filtered? Y = Yes, N = No,
C = No due to compression artifacts. With one exception,
all images extended with blank canvases that evaded filtering did so due to compression artifacts, whereas when
extending an image with duplicates of itself, none of the
filtering evasion can be explained by compression artifacts.

Figure A.12: Above, an image extended with i = 2 blank
canvases to the left and right. Below, an image extended
with i = 2 duplicates of itself.
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